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Dictation Activity 1 Dictation Activity 2

Mr Whoops was at a ________________ on _________________ 

and _________________ injuries.  His group was a 

__________________ of _________________ and younger 

students.  He took great _________________ in learning and 

was a _________________ member of the group.

This session was about a man who had fallen down a 

___________________ ___________________ and broke his  

__________________ and foot.

Vienna is the _______________________ city of Austria. 

It is a ______________________ place to visit if you enjoy 

___________________, from beautiful _______________________ 

to fascinating _________________________.

What better way to ________________________ a 

____________________ of the true Vienna than watching couples 

________________________ around the ballroom as they dance 

the Viennese Waltz?

mature fissure mixture natural vocal

personal thumb lecture accidental pleasure

capital sensational treasure literature picture

capture sculpture whirl national culture
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Dictation Activity 3 Dictation Activity 1

Troy works for a car factory. He must ___________________ the 

_______________ of the new tyres to make sure they don’t get 

a _______________, check for _________________ in the window 

seals and test the _______________________ of the body of the 

cars.  He also has to ________________ a report for each vehicle 

and his _________________ is proof that the car is ready for the 

roads.

This can be quite a stressful job and Troy works  

hard to maintain his ______________ by taking  

an _________________ yoga class in his _____________________ 

time.

pressure signature structure occasional measure

moisture leisure write composure puncture

Mr Whoops was at a ________________ on _________________ 

and _________________ injuries.  His group was a 

__________________ of _________________ and younger 

students.  He took great _________________ in learning and 

was a _________________ member of the group.

This session was about a man who had fallen down a 

___________________ ___________________ and broke his  

__________________ and foot.
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Dictation Activity 2 Dictation Activity 3
Vienna is the _______________________ city of Austria. 

It is a ______________________ place to visit if you enjoy 

___________________, from beautiful _______________________ 

to fascinating _________________________.

What better way to ________________________ a 

____________________ of the true Vienna than watching couples 

________________________ around the ballroom as they dance 

the Viennese Waltz?

Troy works for a car factory. He must ___________________ the 

_______________ of the new tyres to make sure they don’t get 

a _______________, check for _________________ in the window 

seals and test the _______________________ of the body of the 

cars.  He also has to ________________ a report for each vehicle 

and his _________________ is proof that the car is ready for the 

roads.

This can be quite a stressful job and Troy works  

hard to maintain his ______________ by taking  

an _________________ yoga class in his _____________________ 

time.
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Dictation Activity Answers
Dictation Activity 1 
Mr Whoops was at a lecture on accidental and personal injuries.  His group was a mixture of mature and younger students.  He took great 
pleasure in learning and was a vocal member of the group.

This session was about a man who had fallen down a natural fissure and broke his thumb and foot.

Dictation Activity 2 
Vienna is the capital city of Austria. It is a sensational place to visit if you enjoy culture, from beautiful sculpture to fascinating literature.

What better way to capture a picture of the true Vienna than watching couples whirl around the ballroom as they dance the Viennese 
Waltz?

Plan your trip well before you go to avoid missing anything out when you visit this national treasure.

Dictation Activity 3 
Troy works for a car factory. He must measure the pressure of the new tyres to make sure they don’t get a puncture, check for moisture in 
the window seals and test the structure of the body of the cars.  He also has to write a report for each vehicle and his signature is proof 
that the car is ready for the roads.

This can be quite a stressful job and Troy works hard to maintain his composure by taking an occasional yoga class in his leisure time.


